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Editor's Column

AFTER THE QUAKE
'by Sharon Williams
Being shaken out of my
bed at 4:30 in the morning is
hardly the bonding experience
I'd have expected as an L.A.
resident.

Once I realized this

wasn't going to be another quick
joli;, then back to slcnsp with a
sigh of relief, that's when the
real terror set in. Now that the
worst is over, I discover the

quake has become just that, a
leveling influence that's turned
us all, rich and poor, renters and
homeowners, immigrants and

A
profound
process
of
reevaluation began with that
rude awakening. The constant
aftershocks serve to continue

the process, lest
complacent again.

I

become

We all know, somewhere in the
back
of our
minds,
that

earthqtiakes are a part of life in
LJl. But having Uved through
many large and small temblors
during my thirty-odd years living
here, I have to admit to being a
bit jadcu and over^mnfident.
Though I own a well-stocked
earthquake kit, unlike some of
my neighbors and friends, I
found
myself
questioning
whether

it

would

have been

enough, if this had been the "Big
One".

And for the first time in

natives both inward and outward

my life, 1 wondered if I wanted

in our search for resotirces to

to stick around and find out.

cope in times of stress. Having
moved to my new house little
more than a year ago, I had yet
to meet most of my neighbors.
The earthquake took care of
that—a belated

but

welcome

silver lining.

I was somehow immensely
comforted by the recent
decision to upgrade this quake's
intensity, from 6.6 to 6.8,
according to the earthquake
center in Colorado. All I could

think when I heard the original
Much more than my house

assessment was, "If that's a 6.6,

and furniture has been shaken,

I don't want to be around for an

and more than my mirrors, glass
dishes and chimney are cracked

we had a few weeks before this

and shattered.

8.0." Perhaps, like the temblors

quake, we will use the
eaqperience to prepare in earnest
for the "Big One", which wiU
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